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㨇㧝㨉ᰴߩ⧷ᢥޔߢࠎ⺒ࠍ⸳ޕߐߥ߃╵ߦ(39ὐ) 
  � There are poor people in every country.  In 1965, *the Missionaries of Charity started 
working in Venezuela, South America.  After that, they (� Ԙ� ) a home in Rome.  Then 
they (  ԙ  ) to Tanzania and many countries in Africa, Europe and Asia.   
  � In 1969, there was a television program about Mother Teresa and her work.  It was a 
*BBC program, and it was (  Ԛ  ) British TV first.  After the program, many letters 
arrived for her.  A lot of people wanted to work with her or give money.  Then people in 
Europe, the USA and Asia watched the program.  People in many countries wanted to 
help her.  Suddenly, Mother Teresa became world-famous. 
  � She did not like to be famous.  The Missionaries of Charity were not hers; they were 
God’s.  She was only a pen in God’s hand, she often said, ‘[  A  ]’ 
  � People often asked her about her work.  One question was, ‘You are with sick people 
and dying people every day.  Is it difficult?  How do you ԛdo it?’ 
  � Her answer was, ‘[  B  ]’  For Mother Teresa, love of God was the important thing.  
She wanted to give her love to God, but we cannot see God.  We can only (� Ԝ� ) God in 
people.  She loved poor people and dying people because she loved God in them.  For her 
this was beautiful, not difficult. 
  � She was (  Ԛ  ) television again in 1979 because ԝthe Nobel Peace Prize went to her.  
This famous prize was Ԟ$150,000 in that year㧙a lot of money then.  Every year, the 
prize goes to an important worker for world peace.  Many important people go to *Oslo 
from many countries for the prize day.  On that day in 1979, Mother Teresa talked to them 
about love and peace.  They asked her, ‘How can we get world peace?’  She answered, 
‘[  C  ]’ 
  � In the 1980s, there were Missionaries of Charity in 100 countries.  They were not only 
in poor countries: there was a home for dying people in New York, too.  Mother Teresa 
often talked to *heads of government in these countries, but she was always (  ԟ  ) her 
poor woman’s *sari. 
  � In 1990, Mother Teresa was 80 years old but she did not stop (� Ԡ� ).  Her days 
started at four o’clock in the morning.  She worked all day and into the night.  She had 
(� ԡ� ) sleep. 

Mother Teresa died in September 1997 at the home of the Missionaries of Charity in 
*Calcutta.  At that time, there were 4,000 Missionaries of Charity in 123 countries, and 
3,000,000 people worked with them. 
  � People wanted to see her and say goodbye (� Ԣ� ) her.  Poor people from Calcutta 
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and people from the government of India came.  Important people arrived from many 
countries.   
  � One person said about her, ‘[  D  ]’ 
  � Mother Teresa was a light for the poor people of Calcutta, but she is also a light for all 
of us in every country of the world. 
 
( )d the Missionaries of Charity㧦ߩᗲߩትᢎ⠪ળ  

BBC㧦⧷࿖ㅍදળ� (ࠗ �ࡠㅍዪ)  Oslo㧦ࠝࠬߩࠬࠡ  (㚂ㇺߩࠚ࠙࡞ࡁ)
  heads of government㧦ᐭ㜞ቭ   

sari㧦ࠨ� (ࠗ  (ᅚᕈ↪᳃ᣖⵝߩߤߥ࡞ࡄࡀ߿࠼ࡦ
Calcutta㧦ࠞ࠲࠶ࠞ࡞� (ࠗ  (ㇺᏒߩㇱ᧲࠼ࡦ

 
㧝㧚(� Ԙ� )(� ԙ� )(� Ԝ� )(� Ԡ� )ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥਅࠄ߆㧝ߟߕߟㆬ߮ޔᔅⷐߦ 

ᔕߡߓㆡᒰߥᒻߦᄌޔߒߛߚޕߐߥ߃หߪߩ߽ߓ㧝ᐲ߆ߒޕࠎߖ߹߃ 
[   look    work    see    open    go  ] 

㧞㧚(  Ԛ� )(� ԟ� )(� Ԣ� )ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥਅࠄ߆㧝ߟߕߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภߢ 
 ޕࠎߖ߹߃߆ߒ㧝ᐲߪภ⸤ߓหޔߒߛߚޕߐߥ߃╵
�ࠕ in   �ࠗ with  �࠙ to   �ࠛ on   �ࠝ for 

㧟㧚ᢥਛߩ[  A  ]㨪[  D  ]ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ⧷ᢥࠍਅࠄ߆㧝ߟߕߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภߢ 
 ޕࠎߖ߹߃߆ߒ㧝ᐲߪภ⸤ߓหޔߒߛߚޕߐߥ߃╵
�ࠕ And he is sending a love letter to the world. 
�ࠗ Go home and love your family. 
�࠙ She was a light in a dark time. 
�ࠛ I see God in every person. 

㧠㧚ਅ✢ㇱԛޔߡߟߦdo itޔ߆ߣߎࠆߔ߁ߤߪߣᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥਅࠄ߆㧝ߟㆬ߮ޔ 
⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 
�ࠕ ߩᚻߩਛߣߎࠆߥߦࡦࡍࠆߦ 
�ࠗ  ߣߎࠆߨߕߚࠍߣߎߩߦࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ
�࠙ Ფᣣ∛ੱ߿ᱫࠍᓙߣߎࠆߦ߫ߘߩޘੱߟ 
�ࠛ ߦᗲࠍਈߣߚ߃㗿ߣߎ߁ 

㧡㧚ਅ✢ㇱԝ߇ੱߥ߁ࠃߩߤߪ⾨ߩฃ⾨ޔ߆ߩࠆߔᢥਛࠅࠃᛮ߈ޕߐߥߒ 
㧢㧚ਅ✢ㇱԞߺ⺒ߩᣇޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ⺆⧷ࠍ 
㧣㧚(  ԡ  )ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥਅࠄ߆㧝ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 

�ࠕ few  �ࠗ little  �࠙ many  �ࠛ much  �ࠝ a lot of 
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㧤㧚ᰴࠕߩ㨪ࠝߩ᧪ࠍߚߞߎ㗅ߦਗޔ߃߆ߴ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 
�ࠕ  ޕߚߒ⾨ฃࠍ⾨࡞ࡌࡁ߇ࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ
�ࠗ  ޕߚߞߥߊ߇ࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ
�࠙ ߩᗲߩትᢎ⠪ળߢࠛ࠭ࡀࡌ߇ᵴേࠍᆎޕߚ 
�ࠛ  ޕߚߞߥߦ80ᱦ߇ࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ
�ࠝ  ޕߚࠇߐ⚫ߡೋߢ⚵⇟ߩBBC߇ߩߘߣࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ

㧥㧚ᰴߩฦᢥޔߜ߁ߩᧄᢥߩኈࠍߩ߽ࠆߔ⥌৻ߣਅࠄ߆㧟ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 
�ࠕ ߩᗲߩትᢎ⠪ળߢࠕ࠾ࠩࡦ࠲߽ࠅࠃࠛ࠭ࡀࡌߪవߦᵴേ߇ᆎ߹ޕߚߞ 
�ࠗ  ޕߚߒ↳ࠍᡰេߦࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ߇ޘੱߩߊᄙߚࠍ⚵⇟ࡆ࠹
�࠙ ߩᗲߩትᢎ⠪ળޕߚߞߢߩ߽ߩࠨ࠹ࠩࡑߪ 
�ࠛ  ޕߚߞߢߣߎߩὼ⓭ߪߩߚߞߥߦฬߦ⊛⇇߇ࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ
�ࠝ  ޕߚߞߢ⾨ࠆߢࠎᦨ߽ᦸߩࠨ࠹ࠩࡑߪ⾨ᐔ࡞ࡌࡁ
�ࠞ ߩᗲߩትᢎ⠪ળߒ⽺ߪ࿖ߺߩߢᵴേޕࠆߡߒ 
�ࠠ  ޕߚߞ߆ߥߪߣߎ߁ળߦᐭ㜞ቭޔߊߒᔔ߇ᵴേߩትᢎ⠪ળߩᗲߩߪࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ
�ࠢ  ޕߚߡߦ߽ߣߣትᢎ⠪ળ߇ޘੱߩ300ਁੱ߽ޔᒰᤨߚߞߥߊ߇ࠨ࠹ࠩࡑ

 
ౖ㧦 D’Arcy Adrian-Vallance  ޡPenguin Readers -Mother Teresa-ޢ   Pearson Education   2008ᐕ 

ISBNࠦ978-1-4058-8152-4:࠼ 
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㨇� � ⊕� � 㨉 
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㨇㧞㨉ᰴߩ⧷ᢥޔߢࠎ⺒ࠍ⸳ޕߐߥ߃╵ߦ(30ὐ) 
There are many animals in danger of disappearing.  In 1993, *the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) showed a list of animals in danger.  
On the list were 108 different kinds of sheep, 120 of cows, 99 of horses, 69 of pigs, 39 of 
*goats, 6 of donkeys, and one kind of buffalo.  The total reached nearly 6,000 *species.  
One of these species is the giant panda.  Many years ago, there were many giant pandas 
all over China.  Now only about 1,600 are Ԙ(leave) in the mountains of the southwest. 

Pandas are a kind of bear.  They have black fur around their eyes, and on their ears, 
nose, legs and shoulders.  The other parts of the animal’s coat are (  ԙ  ).  Though 
scientists do not know why these *unusual bears are black and white, Ԛsome think that 
the coloring can protect pandas against natural enemies.  Giant panda’s fur is thick and 
covered with oil that keeps it dry in the wet weather.  ԛThis keeps the panda warm in the 
cold forests.  Giant pandas have large Ԝ(tooth) and strong *jaw muscles.  They can 
*crush and eat hard bamboo with them.  Many people think that these animals are cute, 
but ԝ[ any other / as / as / bear / be / can / giant pandas / dangerous ]. 

In the forests, pandas eat mostly bamboo.  They have to eat a lot of bamboo because it 
is not very *nutritious.  So Ԟ[ call / some Chinese / bamboo bears / them ].  Pandas eat 
for about ten hours ԟa day.   

In China, people and giant pandas have lived together for a very long time.  But the 
number of people in China is growing.  It is now the Ԡ(large) in the world.  More land 
and wood are needed for farming and building houses.  More bamboo forests are cut down 
because of ԡthis matter.  And people are hunting giant pandas to sell their fur.  Before 
1997 a person killing a giant panda could receive the death penalty.  But today the 
heaviest penalty for *panda poaching is over 10 years in *prison.  

*The World Wide Fund (WWF) for Nature is now working with Chinese scientists to 
save pandas by building protected areas and *breeding centers.  
China has 37 official areas for protecting the giant panda. 

For years, many Chinese have thought of the giant panda as 
an unofficial national symbol.  Today, Ԣthe WWF trademark is 
known (� A� ) in China (� B� ) in most countries as a universal 
symbol for the conservation movement itself. 
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( )d the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations㧦࿖ㅪ㘩♳ㄘᬺᯏ㑐 
goat㧦ࡗ  ࠡ      species㧦⒳⒳㘃  unusual㧦⃟ߒ 
jaw muscles㧦ߩߏ╭⡺  crush㧦ིߊ⎈ߺ   nutritious㧦ᩕ㙃ࠆߩ 

 panda poaching㧦ߩ࠳ࡦࡄኒ⁸    prison㧦ೃോᚲ    
The World Wide Fund for Nature㧦⇇⥄ὼ⼔ၮ㊄ 
breeding centers㧦㘺⢒႐ 

 
㧝㧚ԘԜԠߩ(� � )ࠍ⺆ߩㆡᒰߥᒻߦᄌޕߐߥ߃ 
㧞㧚(� ԙ� )ࠍ⦡ߪߦ߇⺆ߔࠍ⺆ߩߘޕߔ߹ࠅ⧷⺆㧝⺆ޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 
㧟㧚ਅ✢ㇱԚߩᓟࠆߡࠇߐ⇛⋬ߦࠈ㧝⺆ࠍᢥਛࠅࠃᛮ߈ޕߐߥߒ 
㧠㧚ਅ✢ㇱԛԡ߇ᜰߔኈߡߒߣᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥਅࠄ߆㧝ߟߕߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 

ԛ ࠕ�  ߣߎࠆߡࠇࠊ߅߅ߢ⤑ᴤޔߊෘߪ⊹Ძߩ࠳ࡦࡄ
�ࠗ ෘᲫ⊹ߪኙ᳇ࠍ࠳ࡦࡄࠄ߆ߣߎࠆࠇߊߡߞ 
�࠙ ᨋߩ᳇߽ߡߣߪḨᐲ߇㜞߇࠳ࡦࡄޔߊߣߎߊߦߒࠄ 
�ࠛ ᄤᢜࠄ߆りࠍߪ࠳ࡦࡄޔߚࠆෘᲫ⊹ߣߎࠆߡࠇࠊ߅߅ߢ 

ԡ ࠕ� Ძ⊹ࠍᄁߦߚࠆᄙ߇࠳ࡦࡄߩߊᲕߣߎࠆߡࠇߐ 
�ࠗ ਛ࿖ߪߢᢙජᐕ߽ߩ㑆ੱޔ㑆߇࠳ࡦࡄߣ↢ߣߎࠆߡߒ 
�࠙ ᄙߩߊ┻ᨋߦߚࠆߔߦࠨࠛߩ࠳ࡦࡄ߇ಾࠅୟߣߎࠆߡࠇߐ 
�ࠛ ㄘᬺ߿ኅደᑪ▽ߣߞ߽ޔߦߚߩᄙߩߊߣᧁ᧚߇ᔅⷐߣߎࠆߢ 

㧡㧚ਅ✢ㇱԝԞࠍᗧ߇ㅢޔߦ߁ࠃࠆ[� � ]ߩ⺆(ฏ)ࠇߙࠇߘࠍਗޕߐߥ߃߆ߴ 
㧢㧚ਅ✢ㇱԟߣหߓᗧߩa߇߹ࠆߡࠇᢥࠍਅࠄ߆㧝ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 

�ࠕ A dog barks. 
� � �  �ࠗ Give me a glass of water. 

�࠙ She plays tennis twice a week. 
�ࠛ On a hot day, they ate ice cream together. 
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㧣㧚ਅ✢ㇱԢ߇ᰴߩᣣᧄᢥߩኈࠍޔߦ߁ࠃߔ(� A� )(� B� )ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ⺆(ฏ)ࠍ 
 ޕߐߥ߃╵ߢภ⸤ޔㆬ߮ߟߕߟ㧝ࠄ߆⟲Bޔ⟲Aߩਅࠇߙࠇߘ

 ὼⅣႺ⼔ㆇേ⥄ޔߡ߅ߦޘ࿖ߩᄢᄙᢙޔਛ࿖࿖หߪࠢࡑ࠼࠻ߩWWFޟ
 ޠࠆߡࠇࠄ⍮ߡߒߣ࡞ࡏࡦࠪߩ⇇ㅢోߩ
 ޤ⟲Aޣ

�ࠕ either 
 �ࠗ neither 

 ࠙  not only 
 ࠛ  as well 
 ࠝ  from 

 

 ޤ⟲Bޣ
 but  ࠕ 

 ࠗ  to 
 ࠙  nor 
 ࠛ  or 
 ࠝ  as 

 
㧤㧚ᰴߩฦᢥޔߜ߁ߩᧄᢥߩኈࠍߩ߽ࠆߔ⥌৻ߣਅࠄ߆㧟ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 

�ࠕ  ޕߚߞ߆ߥߡߒᕷ↢߆ߒߢၞߚࠇࠄ㒢ߩਛ࿖ࠄ߆ᤄߪ࠳ࡦࡄ
�ࠗ ⑼ቇ⠪ߩ࠳ࡦࡄޔߪߜߚᲫ⊹ᮨߩߣ⊕ߗߥ߇㤥߆ߩߥ⍮ޕߥࠄ 
�࠙  ޕࠆߡߞᜬࠍ⡺╭ߩߏᒝߣᱤߥ߈ᄢޔߚࠆࠍりࠄ߆ᄖᢜߪ࠳ࡦࡄ
�ࠛ  ޕࠆ߇ᔅⷐࠆߴ㘩ࠍ┻ߩߊᄙߪ࠳ࡦࡄޔߚߥߡࠇ߹߇ᩕ㙃ಽࠅ߹ߪ┻

� � �  �ࠝ  ޕࠆߔ⒖േ߽ߢᤨ㑆ߡߣ߽ߒតࠍࠇߘޔߣࠆߥߊߥ߇┻ߩ♳㘩ߪ࠳ࡦࡄ
� � �  �ࠞ ᣣࠍ࠳ࡦࡄޔኒ⁸ߚߒ႐วޔᦨ㜞ೃߢᱫೃߦಣޕࠆࠇࠄߖ 

�ࠠ  ޕࠆ߇⼔ߩࠆߡ⢒ࠍ࠳ࡦࡄߪߢਛ࿖ޔߚ߁ᢇࠄ߆ෂᯏߩṌ⛘ࠍ࠳ࡦࡄ
  �ࠢ ਛ࿖ߪWWFࠍ࠳ࡦࡄߦ㗍ࠍ࠳ࡦࡄޔߡߌ㘺⢒ޕࠆߡߞࠄ߽ߡߒ 
 
ౖ㧦 Joseph P. Macadam  ޡThe World Needs you -The Silent Cry of the Earth-ޢ  ᨋ㙚  1994ᐕ�  

ISBNࠦ4-402-28124-5:࠼ C7382 

 WWF-Giant Panda-Overview

URL (http://www.worldwildlife.org/species/finder/giantpanda/panda.html) 

 Globio-Glossopedia-Giant Panda

URL (http://www.globio.org/glossopedia/article.aspx?art_id=1) 

 Oracle Education Foundation-Think Quest-Giant Panda

URL (http://thinkquest.org/pls/html/think.library) 

 WWF China-Panda Central-Threats

URL (http://www.wwfchina.org/english/pandacentral/htm/learn_about_giant_panda/panda_q_a/threats.htm) 

 Smithsonian National Zoological Park-Giant Pandas

URL (http://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/giantpandas/default.cfm) 
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㨇㧟㨉ᰴߩ⧷ᢥߩ(� � )ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥ㧝ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ(2ὐ�5) 
㧝㧚I have an uncle (    ) is a famous musician. 
ࠗ    who ࠕ   whose    ࠙ whom    ࠛ which 
               
㧞㧚The girl (    ) the piano over there is my sister. 
ࠗ    plays ࠕ   played    ࠙ playing   ࠛ to play 
 
㧟㧚You should see a doctor (    ) it is too late. 
ࠗ    when ࠕ   before    ࠙ after    ࠛ till 
 
㧠㧚If it (    ) fine tomorrow, we will go on a picnic. 
ࠗ     will ࠕ   will be    ࠙ is     ࠛ was 
  
㧡㧚(    ) do you feel? 
ࠗ    How ࠕ   What    ࠙ Why    ࠛ Where 

 
 
 
 
 
㨇㧠㨉ᰴߩฦ⚵ޔߢਅ✢ㇱߩ⊒㖸ࠍߩ߽ࠆߥ⇣ߣઁ߇㧝ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ(1ὐ�5) 
㧝㧚ࠕ someone   ࠗ young    ࠙ pass    ࠛ begun 

 
㧞㧚ࠕ almost    ࠗ autumn   ࠙ brought   ࠛ old 
 
㧟㧚ࠕ other    ࠗ anything   ࠙ third    ࠛ Thursday 
 
㧠㧚ࠕ wood    ࠗ cook    ࠙ took    ࠛ cool 
 
㧡㧚ࠕ choose    ࠗ character   ࠙ peach    ࠛ March 
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㨇㧡㨉ᰴߩળᢥߩ� � (1)� � 㨪� � (5)� � ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰࠇߙࠇߘࠍߩ߽ߥ㧝ߟߕߟ 
ㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ(2ὐ�5) 

 ޜon the telephoneޛ
Susan  : Hello? 
Tony : Hi, is Susan Smith there? 
Susan :     (1)      Who’s this? 
Tony : Oh, hi Sue!  This is Tony.  Wow, I thought it was your mom on the telephone.  
Susan : Tony?  It’s nice to hear your voice.      (2)     
Tony : Yes, I just got home last night.  Can we meet somewhere?  I have something  

from Japan that I want to give you. 
Susan : OK, let’s meet at the new pizza shop in the Fairview Mall.      (3)     

Do you know it? 
Tony : No, I don’t.  But I’m sure I can find it… 
 
 ޜat the Fairview Mallޛ
Tony : Excuse me sir, can you tell me where the new pizza shop is? 
Man : Do you mean Papa’s Pizza? 
Tony :     (4)     
Man : It’s on the third floor near the elevator. 
Tony : Do you mean the elevator on the east side of the mall or the west side? 
Man : The west side elevator.  The one that is next to the bookstore. 
   Go up to the third floor.  Papa’s Pizza is the second store on the left. 

    (5)     
Tony : Great.  Thank you very much! 
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�ࠕ  (1) Yes, she is. 
 ࠗ  Yes, there is. 
 ࠙  This is she. 
 ࠛ  This is there. 

 
 ?Are you going to Japan  ࠕ  (2)

 ࠗ  Are you home from Japan now? 
 ࠙  Have you gone to Japan yet? 
 ࠛ  Can you come home? 

 
�ࠕ  (3) It’s called Papa’s Pizza. 

�ࠗ We usually eat pizza. 
�࠙ It’s very busy right now. 
�ࠛ I don’t want to go there. 

 
 .No, I don’t  ࠕ  (4)

 ࠗ  No, it means Papa’s Pizza.  
 ࠙  Yes, I hope so. 
 ࠛ  Yes, that’s the one. 

 
 .You can’t miss it  ࠕ  (5)

 ࠗ  You may never find it. 
 ࠙  You will miss it. 
 ࠛ  You mustn’t find it. 
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㨇㧢㨉ᰴߩฦ⚵ߩ⧷ᢥߩ(� � )ߪߦห߇⺆ߩࠅߠߟߓޕߐߥ߃╵ࠍ⺆ߩߘޕߔ߹ࠅ 
(2ὐ�5) 

㧝㧚Masako moved to Wakayama last (    ). 
Leaves (    ) softly to the ground. 

 
㧞㧚Our teacher gave us the (    ) answer. 

You can see a post office on your (    ). 
 
㧟㧚Mika caught a (    ), so she couldn’t go out. 

It was (    ) outside. 
 
㧠㧚You must (    ) your mouth while you are eating. 

The park is (    ) to the station. 
 
㧡㧚Would you (    ) some cookies? 

Yuko looks (    ) a kind person. 
 
 
㨇㧣㨉ᰴߩฦ⚵ߩ⧷ᢥ߇߶߷หߓᗧޔߦ߁ࠃࠆߥߦ(� � )ߦㆡᒰࠍ⺆ߥޕߐߥࠇ 

(2ὐ�5) 
㧝㧚Let’s go to a concert this evening. 

How (    ) (    ) to a concert this evening? 
 
㧞㧚I was so tired that I couldn’t work last night. 

I was (    ) tired (    ) work last night. 
 

 㧟㧚Junko studies history at school. 
 History is the subject (    ) (    ) at school. 
 
㧠㧚Please speak more slowly. 

(    ) (    ) speak more slowly? 
 
㧡㧚We have no libraries in this city. 

This city (    ) have (    ) libraries. 
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㨇㧤㨉ᰴߩᣣᧄᢥߩᗧࠍߔ⧷ᢥޔߦ߁ࠃࠆߥߦ(� � )ߦㆡᒰࠍ⺆ߥޕߐߥࠇ 
(2ὐ�5) 

� 㧝㧚ࠬߩࡄᱜ㕙ߦ⧎ደޕߔ߹ࠅ߇ 
  There is a flower shop (    ) (    ) of the supermarket. 
�  
㧞㧚⑳ߪ᧪ㅳࠍࠅ⑂ߩᭉޕߔ߹ߡߒߦߺߒ 
  I am (    ) forward (    ) the festival next week. 
 
㧟㧚ߩࠠ࠺ࡅり㐳ޕ߆ߔߢࠄߊߩߤߪ 
  (    ) (    ) is Hideki? 
 
㧠㧚ᦨㄭ߹ߔ߹ߔᥦޕࠆߡߞߥߊ߆ 
  It is getting warmer (    ) (    ) these days. 
 
㧡㧚ߩߘᅚߩሶߪᲣⷫߦࠖ࠹ࡄߦߡ⌕ࠍⴕޕߚߨߕߚ߆ࠃ߫ߌ 
  The girl asked her mother (    ) (    ) wear to the party. 

 
 
㨇㧥㨉ᰴࠕߩ㨪ࠄ߆ࠤᢥᴺ⺆ᴺᱜߒ⧷ᢥࠍ㧟ߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 

(2ὐ�3) 
 .Takeshi is enough wise to solve such a difficult problem ࠕ

�  ࠗ My aunt has lived in New York since five years. 
 ࠙ Cheese is made from milk. 
 ࠛ My idea is very different from you. 
 ࠝ Yuki bought beautiful flowers to me on my birthday. 
 ࠞ Takayuki had no friends to play with when he was a child. 
 ࠠ When have you started the game? 
�ࠢ  I don’t know what subject he likes. 
ࠤ  Every girls have her own desk. 
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㨇10㨉࠻ࠬ࠹ࠣࡦ࠾ࠬ㧦ㅍਛޕࠎߖ߹߹߆߽ߡߞߣࠍࡕࡔߦ(2ὐ�10) 
 
PART㧝 ⧷ᢥߦࠇߘߣኻࠆߔ⾰ᢥ߇㧞ᐲߩߘޕߔ߹ࠇ߹⺒ߟߕ⾰ߦኻߡߒߣ߃╵ࠆߔᦨ

߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥ㧝ߟߕߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 
 
㧝㧚 A  sporting goods 

B  trips 
C  hotels 
D  big cars 
 

㧞㧚 A  sporting goods 
B  the whole family 
C  many car companies  
D  camping trips 
 

㧟㧚 A  nearly 17 parks 
B  over 70 parks 
C  over 17 parks 
D  nearly 70 parks 
 

㧠㧚 A  5 years ago 
B  this year 
C  10 years ago 
D  last year 

 
㧡㧚 A  No, not yet. 

B  Yes, you can camp anywhere. 
C  No, not at all. 
D  Yes, you can camp in some places. 
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PART㧞 ળߦࠇߘߣኻࠆߔ⾰ᢥ߇㧞ᐲߩߘޕߔ߹ࠇ߹⺒ߟߕ⾰ߦኻߡߒߣ߃╵ࠆߔᦨ

߽ㆡᒰࠍߩ߽ߥ㧝ߟߕߟㆬ߮ޔ⸥ภޕߐߥ߃╵ߢ 
 
㧝㧚 A  a gray tent 

B  a big tent 
C  a blue tent 
D  a small tent 
   

㧞㧚 A  two people 
B  three people 
C  four people 
D  five people 

  
㧟㧚 A  very wide inside 

B  very big 
C  very wide outside 
D  very strong 

 
㧠㧚 A  very wide inside 

B  very big 
C  very wide outside 
D  very strong 

 
㧡㧚 A  $ 388 

B  $ 389 
C  $ 348 
D  $ 349 
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